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The IOT Internet of things is rapidly moving towards reality. It is broadly applied to plenty of 

areas which includes healthcare, smart homes, smart cities, energy management, logistics and to 

forth. Smart homes are distinct class of IOT environments with a variety of connected 

heterogeneous devices. Daily life entities connected to the internet are enriched with the 

capabilities of identifying, sensing and processing. The heterogeneous entities require to execute 

mutual performance of activities effectively & rapidly. However, with the huge growth of 

connected devices, the ability of interoperation among devices is going to be a challenge. In this 

paper a state of the art on interoperability in smart homes is presented. The detailed discussion 

is given on numerous feature of connectivity protocols used for interoperation, limitation of 

existing solutions encounters in research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The IOT (Internet of Things) paradigm will be a fact swiftly 

due to plenty of systemized endeavors. In IOT paradigm 

entities in daily life linked to the internet are enriched with the 

capabilities of identifying, sensing and processing [1-2]. 

Kevin Ashton originally proposed the concept of IoT as 

distinct recognizable interoperable objects by using RFID 

Radio frequency identification technology in 1999. The core 

traits of IOT are Connectivity, objects, data, transmission, 

brilliance, process and ecosystem as illustrated in fig 1. 

Though, the particular definition of IoT is quiet subjective to 

the considered viewpoints [11-13]. 

Figure 1. Basic layout of IOT infrastructure 

IOT is considered as dispersed heterogeneous model of 

allied things which delivers services found on using and 

merging data obtained by diverse things. Typically, it has 

abilities to sense the data from environment, obtaining 

physiological measurements, identifying objects and events in 

the surroundings and the ability to process this information and 

communicate within the connected components [3]. It may 

have capability to transform the received data into instruction 

which utilized feedback to other things decreasing human 

interference [4, 24]. It is internetworking of substantial devices 

grounded on standard communication architecture utilized in 

everyday life to offer new services to the users [5]. 

IOT is broadly applied in numerous areas [6] such as 

healthcare [8, 35], energy [9, 25], wider scope of community 

home [31], city and country [7, 27] as well as logistics [10] 

[26] as shown in fig 2.

A smart home is a collaborative collection of devices and

subsystems. The subsystems are comprising of security 

cameras & alarms, fire alarms, energy management 

employments, and so ahead [37]. Things/isolated devices in 

daily life such as a washing machine, refrigerator and all home 

appliances connected to the internet and distantly coordinated. 

Hence numerous advancement [28] there comes many 

exploration confronts that have been notorious in IOT. Among 

them highly important are Energy consumption, Trust [34], 

Privacy & security, Standardization [32], Heterogeneous 

resources [29], Freshness of data [32] and the most emerging 

issue Interoperability [18-19, 28]. It is predicted that the future 

Internet will contain tens of billions of smart devices by 2020 

[7, 20]. The massive advancement in the connected devices to 

the internet developing a massive variety of challenges [14, 

29].  

Interoperability is gone to be a key challenge for IOT’s 

prompt progress. This can be primarily attributed to the 

existence of a number of diverse set of technologies both old 

and new. Interoperability is critical in IOT as most of the 

communication is machine to machine (M2M) [21-23]. The 

IOT perception along with smart metering has latent to change 

the smart homes into energy aware milieus. So the more 

ecosystems and devices are interconnected the more 

interoperability issue will arise [36]. Numerous IOT 

applications can be acknowledged in each sphere and 

continuously evolving new on regularly basis, there need a 
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strong interoperability among things/devices. Interoperability 

additionally concerns several traits such as security and 

privacy, standardization, etc. [15-17]. 

We are inspired to summarize the research progress attained 

so far in the development, and standardization of IOT enabling 

technologies as well as intended to find the key challenges in 

interoperability of IOT and a deep sight into user 

interoperability of heterogeneous devices in the smart homes 

infrastructure, besides it brief discussion of different 

approaches to solve the interoperability issue among devices 

[29] will be discussed, and to identify critical research topics 

and future research directions of IOT. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1 Basic connectivity interoperability  

 

To connect and communicate different devices to each other 

or to the internet wireless home automation networks 

(WHANs) are being used in the smart homes. The authors [38] 

used the z-wave protocol for connectivity and to solve the 

interoperability in smart homes. They present a Z-wave based 

device classification i.e, master and slave devices, its 

architecture containing four layers i.e., Application, Routing, 

MAC, and the transfer, and simulation of protocol on door 

lock and light switches inside the smart homes. 

S. COURREGES [52] established the idea of Radio 

Frequency (RF) use with Bluetooth and other protocols to 

increase the performance of Interoperability, ERDF will be 

connected to RF to minimize the energy rate, ZigBee 2.4 GHz 

will combine with RF for exchanging of rates and stores in 

cloud computing. 

In paper [56] they discussed home automation system based 

on mobile cells, as there are various chances of network 

problem and there will be possibility we may not receive the 

information of sensors and nodes, so to avoid these failures 

they introduced SOA smart-home environment based system 

Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) and mobile-agent 

(MA) technology. It establishes the secure network between 

server and client with the help of session protocol. MA 

resolves the failure problem and cleared the unwanted data. 

 

2.2 Network interoperability 

 

A novel architecture for smart home proposed in [39] based 

on RNS recourse name services by using IOT identifiers to 

cater for the heterogeneity. The RNS describes the 

contributing consumers of smart homes and affiliation 

amongst and develop the certain methods of smart home 

services to achieve the better scalability and interoperability 

among appliances. The authors [40] presented a framework for 

interoperability to aid the vertical solutions in multifunction 

domotic applications which includes the security, comfort and 

energy. The LabVIEW software is used to analyze the 

framework. The virtual emulated and real time commercial 

devices used to develop the system. OpenWebNet protocol is 

used for speedy home automation letting test configuration.  

Jahoon Koo et.al [42] presented a mechanism IoT DNS 

(Device Name System),which use to infer and interprets the 

device ID concerning heterogeneous platforms. Additionally, 

they gave a brief comparison of the current Device ID systems 

widely used in different IOT platforms (i.e., oneM2M, GS1 

'Oliot', IBM 'Watson IoT', and OCF 'IoTivity'). 

Moataz Soliman [49] used Zigbee, low power wireless 

technology to coordinate with home appliances and JSON for 

exchanging data between resident and devices such as washing 

machines, Air conditioner and Freezers to stop and start the 

appliances. By Zigbee coordinator they receive the current 

status of appliances and JSON send the data to resident and 

stores data in Cloud then Zigbee node sends the data to final 

destination. The Zigbee used for communication is IEEE 

802.15.4. 

In paper [51] they have used IOT devices which cannot be 

understandable, make them trans able for Interoperability so 

they can be further use for heterogeneous podium, for this they 

used IOT device named device identification (ID) which has 

raw data, so to convert raw data in to useful data they 

introduced the concept of Machine 2 Machine translator 

(M2M). M2M needs OID (Object Identifier) to identify the 

format and data stored in ID then oneM2M translator will 

change format of ID and store it as metadata. 

In paper [53] they used the WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) 

with AAL (Ambient Assisted Living), so that the resident can 

live freely and control the power with remotes. They use IPv6 

protocol with WSN as WSN is low voltage so IPv6 works best 

with it and make the model more heterogeneous. The IPv6 

protocol addresses each node and send address directly to 

remote, the residents can easily configure and monitors the 

node. WSN will keep updating each sensor and the bandwidth 

of each node will be very high. 

In paper [54] authors introduced the concept of networking, 

how home appliances and electronics can be monitored and 

controlled by remotes, laptops, mobile etc. For this they 

composed the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) architecture, it 

uses different type of protocols and layers due to which it is 

multi-tasking and can handle multiple home electronics and 

appliances simultaneously. It uses “TCP/IP protocol, Internet 

Protocol (IP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP), Hyper Text Transport Protocol 

(HTTP), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Extensible 

Markup Language (XML), and General Event Notification 

Architecture (GENA)” due to which UPnP updates and install 

drivers and updates automatically. 

In paper [58] the authors discussed the Interoperability 

problem between two devices and how they can be solved, for 

this the availability, accessibility of device is very important. 

IPv6 protocol is used for this purpose if two devices are 

different they will tell the user about heterogeneous devices 

and do semantic transformation. 

In paper [60] they focused to keep the home application 

heterogeneous within the given framework. Ethernet used for 

connectivity in home application and SOAP protocol for 

exchanging of messages with XMLP within the given 

framework.  

 

2.3 Syntactic interoperability 

 

Andreas k. etal [41] proposed an architecture for smart 

homes applications of Web Of Things (WoT) and validate 

their study by using case studies. WoT was offered for the 

interoperability among the mounting ecosystem internet 

supported devices by utilizing web principles. Some of the 

major issues were argued i.e., interoperability of 

heterogeneous devices in smart homes by using web 

techniques, energy saving mechanisms, real time response 

employ to energy awareness. In the article [43] authors 

proposed a novel intelligent interoperability framework aimed 
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at smart homes. The proposed methodology grounded on 

SOAP simple object Access Protocol which aims to offer 

platform for heterogeneous devices for interoperation. The 

proposed framework instigated interoperation in numerous 

home devices to validate the effectiveness and tested in LAN. 

In [44] the authors presented a new idea to interconnection 

among heterogeneous devices using a gateway CoAP and 

protocol (the Propriety FS20) for smart home.  

The authors [45] offered a mechanism grounded on the code 

generative and ontology alignment techniques to meet the 

interoperability among the devices and services. An Ontology 

is generated for each device type according to the meta model 

and then ontology alignment techniques applied to validate the 

semi automatic perceived communication among parallel 

devices. Authentication of alignment is done by an expert and 

classification based on pattern recognition techniques. They 

used UPnP plug and play protocol and testing is done on 

HP4515x printer.  

The proposed approach [47] consist of Zigbee and UPnP 

Network Bridge to avoid the drawback of UPnP [66]. Zigbee 

protocol is used to associating UPnP due to its low 

consumption in term of energy. Seamless network bridge 

instigated to assist the interoperability UPnp-Zigbee network 

in smart homes. The authors proposed [46] a novel OHNet 

object based home network which works as a bridge aiding the 

devices using diverse protocols. The proposed method is 

emulated on several smart home smart grid devices and depicts 

that it can control such devices. In [48] Simple Object Access 

Protocol (SOAP) based architecture aided with web services 

delivering interoperation and scalability for tackling 

heterogeneous systems.     

In paper [50] authors try to improve the semantic 

Interoperability when they work with heterogeneous IOT 

devices and makes the hardware and software devices more 

flexible. Doctor records, checks and maintains all the data of 

patient, for this doctor doesn’t need any vendor device, the 

method imposed on this paper is that doctor works on three 

domains 1. User Interface 2. Cloud Computing 3. Semantic 

Interoperability. SI made all the raw data in to useful meaning 

and UI helps to collect the data from different IOT devices 

with SI and clouding system is storing all data, so whenever 

doctor wants can check the previous record of patient. In this 

paper authors used RFD for exchanging data raw data in 

meaningless information. 

In paper [52] authors discuss the four requirements for any 

architecture for smart homes i.e.  interoperability, 

addressability, compatibility, scalability, to maintain these 

requirements they introduced HEPA with Hexagonal 

architecture because of its high Interoperability. Each party 

have adaptors and ports to connect with IOT devices but each 

company’s devices have its own adaptor if third company’s 

devices wants to access with devices by any other company 

they will use communication protocol and REST protocol will 

shorten the steps for connectivity. 

In paper [55] authors proposed the solution to overcome the 

barriers and noise in data for this they introduced the node 

called Interworking Proxy Entity (IPE) works with M2M 

architecture for conversion of data for which Z Wave is used 

with XML to describe the format of data omeM2m is used with 

these two protocols to provide the proper platform for data 

conversion. 

In paper [57] they proposed the model based on Home 

Automation System for controlling of lights specially daylight 

lights. For this they used Zigbee Protocol embedded in RF of 

802.15.4. It gives the authority to user to control the remote 

region like increasing or decreasing the temperature, on or off 

the light etc.  

In paper [59] they give the systematic review how the user 

can control their devices, for this OSGi based architecture was 

established for heterogeneous devices with API that gives 

variety of applications, the OSGi is responsible for 

communication between devices. 

The authors [61] proposed the Ethernet cloud for the smart 

home environment as basic connectivity interoperability. 

Cloud connectivity comes with its own challenges in 

perspective of security and privacy [70]. They focused on the 

SOAP technology which is a basic key as translator between 

heterogeneous devices for interoperability [61]. They 

proposed the smart gateway for interoperability in smart home 

appliances. And they provided the cloud based server which 

will collect the data of all homes. They used Python API for 

interface between sensors and actuators with smart gateway. 

They provide a WoO architecture which allows the user to 

easily access the objects of smart home. They use WoO 

architecture in different applications (smart water tank control, 

door security control, door security control, lights and fan 

control, exhaust control) [62]. They presented a methodology 

which consists of six steps (identification of the user need in 

smart home, definition of smart home functionalities, 

classification of smart home devices, definition of information 

management model, definition of intelligent rules, correlation 

between devices and information). They implemented their 

method in energy field called “washing machine scheduling 

service” to save energy, reduce casts, and satisfy the user [ 63]. 

They proposed an architecture of integrated middleware’s for 

data broadcasting.  For flexible profile management they 

proposed some APIs e.g graphics and window APIs. In case 

of change in existing middleware specification due to version 

update or correction architecture supports the updated 

middleware without modification [64]. They proposed a 

Universal Middleware Bridge (UMB) architecture that consist 

of UMB core and UMB adopter. They implemented there 

work on surveillance camera called HAVi-camera for home 

security purpose. Through there architecture interoperable 

devices are easily controlled and monitored in home network 

[65]. To achieve better reliability & scalability of IOT 

controller based on smart home devices Liu H.B [69] proposed 

a home gateway grounded on ARM & intelligent control 

system comprising of home network control nodes based on 

ZigBee. The gateway is the alteration of TCP/IP, GPRS/GSM 

and ZigBee protocol. It is used to establishment & 

management of wireless sensor network and outside the 

network. Network nodes of ZigBee are responsible for making 

of internal network inside the smart home  

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The paper presents state of the art on interoperation among 

heterogeneous devices in IoT specifically in smart homes. 

With the growth of connected heterogeneous devices, 

connectivity among them is going to be a crucial need. We 

analyzed research articles by the communication protocol, 

network type, type of interoperability and year of presented 

work 
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Table 1. Summary of reviewed literature 

 
Ref Protocol/ Technique Network Type of interop Application Year 

[38] Z Wave HAN BASIC Lights, Switches. Door Lock 2016 

[39] RNS LAN Network IGRS, iTopHome 2014 

[40] OpenWebNet LAN/WIFI Network Switch, Actuator 2014 

[41] WOT LAN SYNTACTIC TV, DVD 2013 

[42] IOT DNS Internet WIFI Network Home Appliances 2017 

[43] SOAP LAN SYNTACTIC CCTV 2011 

[44] CoAP, Propriety FS20 INTERNET SYNTACTIC  2012 

[45] UPnP   Printer HP515x 2011 

[46] OHNet   Smart Home, Smart Grid 2011 

[47] Zigbee, UPnP   Home Network 2011 

[48] SOAP    2008 

[49] Zigbee, JSON HAN BASIC Air Conditioner, Washing Machines 2013 

[50] RFD WAN SYNTHETIC Computer Records 2017 

[51] M2M, OID WAN NETWORK Device Identification 2017 

[52] HEPA, REST WIFI SYNTHETIC Plugs 2015 

[53] RF,ERDF,Zigbee,Bluetooth LAN/ WIFI BASIC Lights, Bulb 2016 

[54] IPv6 WSN NETWORK Owen 2016 

[55] TCP/IP, UDP, HTTP,SOAP HAN NETWORK Remotes, Laptops 2016 

[56] IPE, M2M,Z Wave LAN SYNTHETIC Cells 2016 

[57] OSGi, MA SOA BASIC Mobiles 2007 

[58] Zigbee, RF HAN SYNTHETIC AC, Lights 2010 

[59] IPv6 WAN NETWORK Machines 2014 

[60] OSGi, API  SYNTHETIC Laptops 2012 

[61] SOAP, XML WAN NETWORK Frameworks 2008 
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